Elijah broke his right arm. Now, he cannot play in his baseball game. His team will play for the city title. Elijah's dad tells him to cheer up. His dad has two tickets to the Ravens game. Elijah loves the Ravens. He and his dad go to the game. They find their seats. Their seats are close to third base. Elijah and his dad watch the game. In the sixth inning, a ball flies toward them. Elijah catches the fly ball with his left hand. People around him cheer. His picture shows up on the scoreboard. After the game, Elijah sees his favorite player. He waves at Elijah to come on the field. The player tells Elijah, "Good catch!" He signs Elijah's baseball. He also signs Elijah's cast. Elijah is so happy. He cannot wait to show his teammates.

1. What event happens at the beginning of the story?
   A. Elijah breaks his right arm.
   B. Elijah's dad watches the baseball game.
   C. Elijah's favorite player signs his cast.

2. What event happens in the middle of the story?
   A. Elijah catches the fly ball with his left hand.
   B. Elijah breaks his right arm.
   C. Elijah sees his favorite player.

3. What event happens at the end of the story?
   A. Elijah and his dad find their seats.
   B. Elijah's favorite player signs his baseball and cast.
   C. Elijah cannot play in his baseball game.